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Download and print out this wallchart to keep track of all the results in the Japan Rugby World Cup 2019 Wallchart Do you want to keep track of all the fixtures and results of the 2019 Rugby World Cup? Well, to celebrate the tournament in Japan, Rugby World magazine has launched a wallchart listing all matches, including the UK & Ireland warm-up time
and there is space for you to fill in the results as they happen. Simply click on the link below to download the 2019 Rugby World Cup wallchart... Rugby World Cup 2019 Wallchart Then you can print it out and pin it at home, school or work - and fill in the results of every match in the coming weeks. If you would like to know more about the league's TV and
radio coverage, please click here. Rugby World is in Japan including the World Cup and will be published previews and reviews of all 48 matches at the tournament over rugbyworld.com, so you won't miss a thing. We'll also have a lot of content on our social media channels for you to enjoy. In addition, there is a special issue of Rugby World magazine being
sold on Tuesday 1 October, including exclusive interviews with big name players at the World Cup, expert analysis and behind-the-scenes access. The issue also comes with a free World Cup mini post, which features inspirational stories from Japan 2019. It's the perfect cushion for all the action on the pitch, so look for it in stores in early October. There are
also team guides for all 20 countries participating in the World Cup online - follow the links on our World Cup homepage - or if you want to know more about the referees for the tournament, follow this link. There is a post on different World Cup locations here and if you want to know how bonus points work at this tournament, as well as how the final standings
in the pool will be determined, click here. All in all, Rugby World Magazine has the World Cup covered! Follow Rugby World on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. Tags: rugby, sport, sports, teams, all blacksrugby leagues, teammates, women's rugby, birthdays, badges, water, rugby union, Rugby World Cup, Springboks, symbols, Team, Women's Rugby
World Cup, Men's Rugby, College Rugby, Rugby humour , Rugby, Rugby Coach, Father Rugby, Rugby Goalkeeper, Rugby Lover, Mother Rugby, Rugby Player, Rugby, Rugby World Cup 2023, Rugby World Cup 2027, Rugby World Cup 2031, Rugby World Cup 2035, Rugby World Cup 2039, Rugby World Cup 2043, funny rugby joke , hooker, funny hooker,
rugby, funny rugby By Rebecca SealesBBC News, Tokyoimage copyrightGetty Images Image captionThe Rugby World Cup will be held in Asia for the first timeThe giants of rugby union are preparing to sprint and scrummage their This is the first time the rugby grand event has been held in Asia, and with the opening match scheduled for September 20,
visitors will be given fascinated with the singing of the hosts, beer traditions and ... Good, toilet. Tournament organisers are fearful that the beer-loving rugby fraternity will catch Japan without knowing it and drink dry stadiums - and with good reason. At the 2015 World Cup in England, the fan area and venue sold 1.9 million litres of beer. The venue that also
hosts football matches said rugby crowds had drunk six times as much, on average.image copyrightGetty Imagesimage Image captionRugby fans apparently drink six times more than football fansBut never fear: conscious that a dry bar equals miserable fans, tournament beer sponsor Heineken has boosted production by 80%. And for those too full of sushi
to leave their seats, there's even better news: Japanese sports matches often use roaming beer sellers called Uriko, and more than 1,650 will be on hand to serve thirst if stress or temperatures of 25C (77F) get too much. The Japanese are not particularly internationally renowned as a country of music - unless you're a fan of J-pop or you count karaoke - but
when 15,000 locals serenaded the Welsh team with their national anthem and loved the Calon Lan hymn during a rehearsal, it brought a tear to red shirt fans back home. But Wales, who set up their pre-tournament camp in kitakyushu city, are not the only ones who have seen their culture beautifully reflected back at them.media captionJapanese children in
the crowd at the All Blacks' favourite KitakyushuTournament stadium were treated to a haka welcomed by Japanese students. , both the Maori verse and the English of the New Zealand national anthem.image CaptionChildren performed the Haka in a welcoming ceremony for the New Zealand All BlacksThe Japanese team were keen to express their own
traditions as well as honor their guests - and for the Irish team, that meant sumo. The big boys visited the other big boys at an early training session, which player Tadhg Beirne hailed as a great morning out. Sumo training usually takes place in silence - but Britain was confronted at their official welcome ceremony on Monday, which opened with explosive
beats of Taiko drums, often found in Theortic temples and Buddhist shrines of Japan. : fans and players alike were astounded by Japan's extremely high-tech toilets, known for flummox aliens with their arrays of douches and drying options.image copyrightGetty Imagesimage Image captionJapanese toilets are known to be incredibly futuristicFeatures range
from lid controls to seat warming, and a built-in sink. Like a heroic friend going through the toilet roll under the booth door, the BBC's Rupert Wingfield-Hayes had some comfort for confusion on Twitter, via a graphic explaining the buttons. It's a very inform important. I will share it with the people of Aotearoa New Zealand. Sticking to the tech theme, fans
watching Britain tackle Tonga on September 22 are in a treat. Sapporo Dome on the Japanese island of Hokkaido is a remarkable multi-sport stadium turned into a rugby venue thanks to the copyright pitch.image slideGetty Imagesimage image captionThe Sapporo domes come out of this worldFor regular baseball matches, the stadium has artificial turf
pitches and seating placed around a baseball diamond. But for the Rugby World Cup, it will transform - just like Pokemon - when the baseball floor is rolled up and a natural pitch is rolled from the outdoors, where it waits ready for use. Seats can also be rearranged, ensuring fans the best visibility. It all takes eight hours (can't rush genius, friends), but magic
can be seen in action through this amazing timelapse video. It's unbelievable. Sapporo Dome in Japan in a purpose-built baseball stadium, which keeps a football/rugby field outside, and slides it inside whenever it's needed. It will host Australia v Fiji and England v Tonga in rugby World Cup.pic.twitter.com/CikDYka0Zv- DrewMerson (@DrewMerson)
September 14, 2019 THE BBC is not responsible for the content of external sites. Watch the original tweet on TwitterThese character is Ren-G, the official tournament mascot. illustrationGetty Imagesimage captionRen-G is a sacred lion-like animal that stays away from evil, as you no doubt, they are shishi: sacred animals, lion-like animals from Japanese
mythology. According to World Rugby, they also attract cash - at least for anyone who runs the licensing program. At 14 official grocery stores, their photos graces everything from fur hats to plaster. A us-only $1,849 (£1,490) will give you a pair of similar hand-made dolls. Just serious bidding, please... More than 400,000 overseas fans are expected to
descend on Japan from September 20 to November 2. To minimise the chaos, the host country has 13,000 volunteers across 12 venue cities. At the age of 88, Yasuda Toshio is the 10th of them, while the youngest is Misaki Inomata, 19, from Yokohama, who hopes to have a career in sports science. All volunteers have been taught the history of the World
Cup, and will be on site to guide fans around nearby train stations and locations. It is currently typhoon season in Japan, and organizers are monitoring all live weather patterns as they appear. In case of destructive match conditions, they are prepared to postpone, relocate or cancel. image copyrightGetty Imagesimage Image captionBalls are soaked with...
Shampoo? In the knockout stage of the tournament, the affected matches will be rescheduled or relocated. But if an early pool match cannot be played during the day, it will be declared a draw - which could produce unexpected results. Some teams are particularly determined to get ahead of the weather. With bouts of Torrential forecast for their opening
match against Ireland on Sunday, Scotland were practiced using balls soaked in shampoo. Wales on the other, are choosing to soak theirs with baby oil. Oil.
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